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We report here a continuous-wave, high-resolution, and all-optical quadruple resonance laser excitation
experiment. To demonstrate this excitation technique, we have used an inhomogeneously broadened molecular
sample �Na2�. We emphasize the enhanced ability afforded by the technique to reach new ranges of internu-
clear separation as well as access to a large range of molecular electronic states. Using the Autler-Townes split
line shape of a rovibronic transition and the E field amplitude of the corresponding coupling laser, we have
measured with high precision the absolute value of the molecular electronic transition dipole moment matrix
elements, with more flexibility than the double and the triple resonance based excitation schemes used previ-
ously. This technique may also be used in a stimulated Raman adiabatic passage configuration for effective
transfer of ultracold molecules, formed at long internuclear distance, to the lowest vibrational level of the
ground electronic state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern spectroscopic techniques based on double and
triple resonance excitations have made it possible to study
molecular energy levels with unprecedented accuracy, allow-
ing the characterization of molecular potentials for most of
the well depth, including coupled systems of singlet and trip-
let states �1–5�. Nevertheless, some interesting regions of
molecular electronic states have been difficult to reach even
with triple resonance spectroscopy such as long-range outer
wells �6�. In general, studies of vibrational levels with large
amplitude vibration in highly excited electronic states have
been difficult when starting from the thermally populated
ground-state levels due to the exceedingly small overlap in-
tegrals in accordance with the Franck-Condon principle �7�.
Most of the amplitude of the excited state rovibronic wave
function is at the outer turning point of vibration at large
internuclear distance, while the wave function amplitude for
the thermally populated ground-state levels is mostly con-
fined to the region of the equilibrium internuclear separation.
Further, selection rules and limited availability of narrow-
band tunable laser wavelengths impose additional limits to
access to the excited states.

In addition to probing energy-level structure, high-
resolution multiple resonance techniques have also made it
possible to develop applications of quantum optics for mo-
lecular systems, in which many parameters are internuclear
distance �R� dependent. For example, by using the Autler-
Townes �AT� effect, it has been possible to measure with
high accuracy the absolute magnitude of the electronic tran-
sition dipole moment matrix element �8–13�, a parameter of
fundamental importance for the interaction of light with mo-
lecular systems. Traditionally, lifetime and intensity mea-
surements were used to determine transition dipole moments
�14�. Since molecular excited states can decay to more than

one lower-lying electronic state, lifetime measurements in
general probe a combination of several electronic transition
moments simultaneously. Calibrated intensity measurements,
in turn, yield only a relative value for the transition dipole
moment �15�. However, by normalizing the relative cali-
brated intensity measurements with the Autler-Townes split-
ting based absolute measurements, as shown in Ref. �12�,
much weaker transitions can be included and the transition
dipole moment function can be characterized over a larger
range of internuclear distance.

We report here an all-optical quadruple resonance
�AOQR� spectroscopy, which further expands access to elec-
tronic states and electronic transition dipole moments beyond
the range accessible by double and triple resonance tech-
niques both in terms of electronic and vibrational energies as
well as internuclear distance. The initial state can be chosen
from within the thermal population of the molecular ground
state or from the cold atomic ensemble at the atomic limit.
This reversibility aspect is of significant importance for
transferring cold molecules �16–22�, formed at large internu-
clear distance by Feshbach resonance or by photoassociation,
to the v�=0 vibrational state of the molecular ground state
using the stimulated Raman adiabatic passage �STIRAP�
technique �23–26�.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental arrangement was nearly the same as
described in a previous triple resonance experiment �10�. So-
dium vapor was generated in a five-arm heat pipe oven. The
temperature of the vapor was estimated to be 550 K from the
Doppler line width of a single laser excitation spectrum. Ar-
gon was used as a buffer gas with pressure of about 100–200
mTorr. The buffer gas pressure was measured at room tem-
perature. In the experiments three Coherent Autoscan 699-29
dye lasers and a Coherent 899-29 Ti:sapphire laser, all with
0.5 MHz frequency bandwidth, were used. The laser beams
were linearly polarized in the same direction. The lasers driv-
ing the first two excitations were in a copropagating arrange-
ment, while the third and fourth lasers counterpropagated
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relative to them. A mechanical chopper was used to modulate
one of the beams for phase-sensitive detection. A SPEX 1404
double grating monochromator was used as a narrow-band
filter to detect the molecular fluorescence of a selected single
rovibronic fluorescence transition �single channel� in a direc-
tion perpendicular to the laser propagation direction.

The spectra were obtained by recording the output of the
SPEX photomultiplier tube �Hamamatsu R928� as a function
of the probe laser frequency with the computer controlling
the probe laser scan. The photomultiplier tube signal was
amplified using a lock-in amplifier �SR 850�. A combination
of a � /2 plate and a polarizing prism was used to control the
power of the coupling laser, and a neutral density filter was
used for the same purpose for the other lasers. Initially the
four laser beams were carefully overlapped by maximizing
the optical-optical double resonance fluorescence signals of
the various two laser combinations. After that, for a finer
adjustment of the overlap, we have maximized the magni-
tude of the detected fluorescence involving all four lasers as
well as the magnitude of the observed AT splitting. Once the
best possible overlap was achieved, it was kept unchanged
during the full length of the particular set of experiments. In
order to ensure E field homogeneity of the coupling field in
the interaction region in the experiments involving AT split-
ting, the spot size of the coupling laser was kept about twice
as large as the probe and pump laser spot sizes. Tighter fo-
cusing of the pump and probe lasers restricted the observed
fluorescence to the center of the radial distribution of the
coupling laser electric field amplitude, and thus the mol-
ecules in the overlap region experienced a more uniform
coupling laser electric field, leading to a better resolved AT
split line profile. The spot size of each of the laser beams wi,
defined as a radius, measured at the 1 /e2 point of the Gauss-
ian beam profile

Ei�r� = Ei,r=0 exp�−
r2

wi
2�

was measured with the razor blade technique �27� in the
interaction region. We have estimated by repeated measure-
ments that the error of our spot size measurement is about
10 �m, which is also the smallest step size of the microme-
ter we used to drive the razor blade across the beam profile.
The power of the laser beams was measured with a Coherent
Lasermate/D power meter.

The two AOQR excitation schemes used in the experi-
ments are shown in Fig. 1. The population of a rovibrational
level �1� of the ground X 1�g

+ state was excited to level �3�
through the intermediate level �2� in a two-step excitation
with lasers L1 �Coherent 699-29 laser with R6G 590 dye�
and L2 �Coherent 699-29 laser with DCM dye�. The interme-
diate level �2� was from the A 1�u

+ state, while level �3� was
from the 2 1�g state. Level �4�, again from the A 1�u

+ state,
was populated by stimulated emission using laser L3 �Coher-
ent 699-29 with DCM dye�. Levels �2�– �4� were used to
facilitate the transfer of population to larger internuclear dis-
tance by each excitation step. The choice of the specific lev-
els was based on the magnitude of the vibrational overlap
integral of the corresponding transitions. Level �5� was

coupled to the system by the fourth laser L4 �Coherent
899-29 Ti:sapphire laser with midwavelength optics�. In the
excitation scheme labeled �a�, level �5� belongs to the excited
4 1�g

+ state, while in �b� it is a high-lying level of the ground
X 1�g

+ electronic state. In the excitation scheme �a� the signal
is detected as single channel fluorescence from the final level
�5� or �4�, while in scheme �b�, with level �5� in the ground
state, we have used only single channel fluorescence from
level �4�. In the experiments involving the Autler-Townes
effect L4 is the coupling laser. The Autler-Townes splitting
caused by L4 is observed in the fluorescence spectra by scan-
ning the frequency of the probe laser L3 over the �3�→ �4�
resonance, while all other lasers are kept on resonance. The
lasers were tuned to the following specific rovibrational
transitions: L1 �16 874.31 cm−1� to A 1�u

+�v�=22, J�=20�
←X 1�g

+�v�=1, J�=21�, L2 �15 304.86 cm−1� to
2 1�g�v=19, J=20�←A 1�u

+�v�=22, J�=20�, L3
�15 203.84 cm−1� to 2 1�g�v=19, J=20�→A 1�u

+�v1�=23,
J1�=20�, and L4 �12 545.26 cm−1� to 4 1�g

+�v1=14, J1=21�
←A 1�u

+�v1�=23, J1�=20� for excitation scheme �a� and
�12 533.95 cm−1� to A 1�u

+�v1�=23, J1�=20�→X 1�g
+�v1�

=36, J1�=19� for excitation scheme �b�.

III. THEORETICAL MODEL

To simulate theoretically our experimental results we have
followed standard density-matrix formalism �28,29�. The
evolution of the density matrix ��v ,r , t� of our system in
time and space is governed by the equation of motion

��

�t
= −

i

�
�H,�� + ���� . �1�

In the interaction picture, the Hamiltonian H for the system,
depicted in Fig. 1, has the form

H = �	
i=1

4

	
j=1

i

	 j�i + 1�
i + 1� +
�

2 	
i=1

4


i��i + 1�
i� + �i�
i + 1�� ,

�2�

We define the velocity-dependent detuning of the lasers from
the molecular transitions by 	 j �sign�� j+1−� j�� j kjvz,
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FIG. 1. Energy level diagrams for the two excitation schemes
considered. �a� emphasizes transitions between two excited states
and �b� emphasizes those between excited and the ground states.
Levels �1�– �4� are the same for both schemes. Level �5� for �a�
belongs to the 4 1�g

+ state and to the X 1�g
+ ground state for �b�.
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where sign�� j+1−� j� is the sign of the energy difference of
levels �j+1� and �j� connected by the jth laser and the sign
for kjvz is chosen in accordance with the jth laser propa-
gation direction. Here ki is the wave number of the corre-
sponding laser and vz is the molecular velocity along the
laser propagation direction. The laser detuning from reso-
nance is �i=�i+1,i−�i. With �i+1,i we denote the molecular
transition frequency between the levels �i+1� and �i�, with �i
as the frequency of the ith laser �Li�. The Rabi frequency 
i

of the ith laser is defined by 
i�
�i,i+1Ei

� , where �i,i+1
= 
�vi+1ji+1

��e�R���viji
� is the total transition dipole moment

matrix element and �e�R� denotes the electronic component
of the transition dipole moment as a function of internuclear
distance R.

Every molecular level can decay to lower-lying electronic
states of the system through spontaneous emission, as well as
through other processes such as collisions, etc. These are
incorporated in the density-matrix equation of motion by
means of an n�n relaxation matrix ����. The elements of
the matrix ���� in general can be presented in the form

�ij��� = 	ij�− Wi�ij + 	
k=1

k�i

n

���k − �i��Wki + Wt��kk
− �1 − 	ij��ij�ij , �3�

where 	ij is the Kronecker delta and ���k−�i� is the Heavi-
side step function. With Wij we denote the radiative decay
rate from level i to j, Wi is the total radiative decay rate of
level i �Wi=1 /�i, where �i is the radiative lifetime of the state
i� and �ij are the phenomenological parameters representing
the damping rate, at which the off-diagonal elements of the
density matrix relax toward equilibrium, defined by

�nm =
1

2	
k

�Wnk + Wmk� + �nm
c , n � m . �4�

The �nm
c parameters represent the dependence of the decay

processes on collisions with other atoms or molecules. For
levels that cannot decay radiatively, as is the case of level �5�
in the excitation scheme of Fig. 1�b�, the rate with which the
molecules escape the interaction region �beam transit rate
Wt� is the dominant process and has be taken into account.
For our system Wt is on the order of 1 MHz, calculated
according to Ref. �30�.

The Na2 molecular system can be considered as open in
the sense that the energy levels used to create the coherence
effect are also coupled to other energy levels outside the
excitation scheme. Therefore, the total population of the five
coherently coupled levels �1�– �5� of an open system is
strongly not conserved, due to the many extra rovibrational
decay pathways for the excited levels as shown in Fig. 2.
This is in contrast to a closed atomic system, in which no
other levels beyond those needed to create the coherence
effect are involved. In order to take into account this “open-
ness” of the coherently coupled levels, we introduce two
auxiliary states denoted by �6� and �7�, which represent all
other rovibrational states of the A and the X manifolds, re-
spectively, to which decays are possible. All simulations in-

cluded averaging over the molecular velocity distribution,
summation over the magnetic sublevels MJ, and averaging
over the radial distribution of the laser fields. After calculat-
ing the density-matrix elements and performing all the re-
quired averaging, the population of level �5� in the excitation
scheme �a�, and level �4� in system �b�, represented by 
�55�
and 
�44� up to a constant of proportionality, is interpreted as
the fluorescence signal of a specific decay path �single chan-
nel� from these levels as a function of the detuning of the
probe laser.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using the excitation scheme of Fig. 1�a� we have investi-
gated the enhancement in the population of the final target
state �5� due to stimulated emission between levels �3� and
�4� in comparison to the case when there is only population
transfer due to fluorescence. This demonstrates the advantage
of quadruple resonance excitation compared to the fluores-
cence enhanced triple resonance excitation scheme. Figure 3
shows that there is a significant enhancement in the popula-
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FIG. 2. Schematics of the excitation and decay processes of the
two five-level quadruple resonance experiments. Due to selection
rules W31, W35, and W37 are zero in the particular case of Na2. The
energy levels �1�– �5� correspond to the rovibronic energy levels of
Fig. 1. The solid arrows indicate the lasers with the Rabi and photon
frequencies specified. The dashed arrows indicate the decay chan-
nels. Levels �6�� and �7�� represent all other rovibrational states of
the X and A manifolds to which decay is possible.
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tion of level �5�, when the transition �3�– �4� is coherently
driven �dotted line, quadruple resonance�, in comparison
with the case when the population transfer from level �3� to
�4� is only due to spontaneous emission �dashed line, triple
resonance�. The spectra in Fig. 3 are obtained by recording
the fluorescence from level �5� using a monochromator posi-
tioned at 685.79 nm for the 4 1�g

+�14,21�-A 1�u
+�4,20� tran-

sition as a function of the detuning of L2. The enhancement
of the population in the final state is on the order of a factor
of 6. The simulations of the experimental results are per-
formed with the density-matrix model described above using
as parameters the Rabi frequencies of the lasers calculated
�10� from the experimentally measured laser powers and the
transition dipole moment matrix elements given in Table I.
The lifetime of the A 1�u

+ levels �2� and �4�: �=12.5 ns �31�;
the lifetime of the 2 1�g level �3�: �=18.3 ns; the lifetime of
the 4 1�u

+ state: �=12.2 ns; the branching ratios Wij /Wi cal-
culated from the Franck-Condon factors �see Table I� of the

corresponding transitions; temperature of 550 K. The life-
times of the rovibrational levels from the 2 1�g and the
4 1�u

+ states were calculated using the general procedure out-
lined in �32� with the computer program LEVEL �33� and the
potential curves of the relevant electronic states �4,34–36�.
In addition to representing well the general shape of the
spectra, the model correctly accounts for the relative inten-
sity difference between the two spectra due to the presence
or the absence of laser L3.

Using the Autler-Townes effect associated with the
AOQR technique, the transition dipole moment between a
variety of molecular electronic states can also be measured
very accurately. This was demonstrated for double and triple
resonance excitation in Refs. �9,10�. To demonstrate the ver-
satility of the quadruple resonance technique compared to
the previous experiments, we have measured the transition
dipole moment between specific rovibrational levels of the
4 1�g

+ and the A 1�u
+ electronic states, using the excitation

scheme of Fig. 1�a�, as well as between the A 1�u
+ and the

X 1�g
+ electronic states using the excitation scheme of Fig.

1�b�. For the first case the spot sizes of the lasers w in the
experiments were 360, 285, 450, and 480 �m for L1 to L4
and for the latter 300, 405, 278, and 505 �m for L1 to L4,
respectively. In order to minimize the influence of the pump
lasers L1 and L2 and the probe laser L3 on the observed
Autler-Townes splitting, their power levels were kept as low
as possible, while still maintaining a good signal to noise
ratio in the recorded spectra. To minimize the effect of pump
and probe lasers on the observed AT splitting in the spec-
trum, their power was kept as low as possible, while still
maintaining good signal to noise ratio. We found that the
laser power combination of �60, �100, and �35 mW for
L1, L2, and L3, respectively, with the given laser beam spot
sizes was optimal. Furthermore, the power of the coupling
laser L4 was changed between 100 and 700 mW by using a
combination of a polarizing beam splitter cube and a half-
wave-plate, while the power of the other three lasers was
kept at the desired constant values using neutral density fil-
ters. The reason for this was to avoid distortion of the cou-
pling laser Gaussian beam profile by the neutral density fil-
ters with the higher coupling laser power levels. The
experiments indicate, as expected and demonstrated in Fig.
4, a linear dependence between the observed Autler-Townes
splitting and the coupling field Rabi frequency. During each
experiment the AT split fluorescence signal was recorded as a
function of the probe laser �L3� detuning while the pump

FIG. 3. Quadruple resonance single channel fluorescence spec-
tra from level �5� using the scheme of Fig. 1�a�. The dashed line
represents the fluorescence enhanced triple resonance case �laser L3

was blocked�. In this case the transition between levels �3� and �4� is
only due to spontaneous emission. The dotted line represents the
quadruple resonance case, where the transition from �3� to �4� is
coherently driven by L3. Our theoretical simulations are shown with
a solid line. The Rabi frequencies at the center of the laser beams
are 56, 104, 228, and 275 MHz for L1–L4, correspondingly. The
laser beam spot sizes wi �defined as radius� are 300, 280, 405, and
660 �m for L1–L4, correspondingly.

TABLE I. The Franck-Condon factors ��
v�J� �v�J���2� and the transition dipole moment matrix elements
��= �
v�J���e�R��v�J���� listed are calculated from ab initio electronic transition dipole moment functions
�e�R� �10,38� and the potential curves of the electronic states �4,34,35,45,46� using the computer program
LEVEL �33�.

Transition Franck-Condon factors � �D�

A 1�u
+�v�=22, J�=20�←X 1�g

+�v=1, J=21� 0.008 0.78

2 1�g�v=19, J=20�←A 1�u
+�v�=22, J�=20� 0.050 1.40

2 1�g�v=19, J=20�→A 1�u
+�v1�=23, J1�=20� 0.168 2.66

4 1�g
+�v1=14, J1=21�←A 1�u

+�v1�=23, J1�=20� 0.190 3.11

A 1�u
+�v1�=23, J1�=20�→X 1�g

+�v1�=36, J1�=19� 0.232 5.05
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lasers �L1 and L2� and the coupling laser �L4� were kept on
resonance. Sample AT split spectra for the two excitation
schemes are shown in Fig. 5, where the spectra were re-
corded by monitoring the fluorescence of a specific rovibra-
tional transition from level �4�, A 1�u

+�v�=23, J�=20�
→X 1�g

+�v�=3, J�=21�, as a function of the detuning of the
probe laser.

The simulations of the recorded spectra were performed
in a similar way to the ones in Fig. 3. The only difference is
that the Rabi frequency of the coupling field 
4 was varied
until the best fit to the recorded experimental spectrum was
obtained. The transition dipole moment matrix element be-
tween the rovibrational levels coupled by L4 was calculated
from the value of 
4 determined in this manner and from the
amplitude of the coupling laser electric field E4. We note that
the peak to peak separation of the well-resolved
Autler-Townes split line shape is insensitive to the lifetimes
of the energy levels. We have obtained �exp=4.87 D
and �exp=3.2 D for the transition dipole moments
of A 1�u

+�23,20�-X 1�g
+�36,19� and 4 1�g

+�14,19�-
X 1�g

+�23,20� transitions, respectively. The values compare
well with the values obtained using an ab initio calculated
electronic transition dipole moment function �e�R� �10,37�
of 5.05 and 3.1 D �38� for the A 1�u

+�23,20�-X 1�g
+�36,19�

and the 4 1�g
+�14,19�-X 1�g

+�23,20� systems, respectively.
The main error in the transition dipole moment determina-
tion in our case arises from experimental error in the mea-
surement of the electric field amplitude E4 of the coupling
laser. We estimate conservatively that for a typical 500 mW
coupling laser focused to a spot size of 450 to 55010 �m,
the relative error in the electric field measurement is about
4%. The transition dipole moment measurements between
the ground and the excited states �10� as well as between two
excited states �9� can be performed using the simpler double
and triple resonance excitation schemes �2,10�. However, a
major drawback of these two schemes is that the pump and
the coupling lasers share a common level. This imposes a

severe limitation on the choice of the coupling transition due
to the requirement that the pump transition has at least a
modest Franck-Condon factor and that it starts from a ther-
mally populated rovibrational level of the ground electronic
state. In contrast, using the AOQR scheme, the presence of a
number of excitation steps leading from the thermally popu-
lated ground state �1� to level �4� facilitates access to a very
large set of coupling transition ��4�↔ �5��. In this manner the
AOQR technique, with the Autler-Townes effect incorpo-
rated, enhances the possibility for obtaining the electronic
transition dipole moment �e�R� between the ground and the
excited states �11,13� as well as between two excited states
�12� as a function of the internuclear distance R using the
concept of the R-centroid approximation �39–42� for rovi-
bronic transitions. Mapping the internuclear distance depen-
dence of the electronic transition dipole moment �e�R� is of
fundamental importance because it is at the heart of the in-
teraction of light with molecules and provides a critical test
of ab initio calculated transition dipole moment functions
�10,13,43,44�. Accurate molecular oscillator strengths are
also critical in many applications.

FIG. 4. The Autler-Townes splitting observed in the fluores-
cence spectrum from level �4� using excitation scheme of Fig. 1�b�
versus the square root of the total coupling power P for the
A 1�u

+�23,20�→X 1�g
+�36,19� transition. The experimentally mea-

sured AT splitting is shown by solid squares, while the solid line is
a linear fit for these points.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. The dotted lines show sample experimental fluorescence
AT split spectra obtained using the excitation schemes from Figs.
1�a� and 1�b�, respectively. The spectra were recorded while L1, L2,
and L4 were held fixed on resonance and the probe laser L3 was
modulated and scanned. The coupling field laser powers were 585
mW for �a� and 405 mW for �b�. The solid line is the result of a
simulation using the density-matrix formalism with coupling Rabi
frequency 
4=560 MHz and detuning �4=15 MHz for spectrum
�a� and 
4=940 MHz and �4=0 for spectrum �b�.
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V. CONCLUSION

We have performed a cw all-optical quadruple resonance
excitation experiment with all excitation steps being coher-

ently driven by a combination of four tunable cw lasers. This
excitation technique is very general and can be used to probe
transitions to electronic states over a wide range of internu-
clear distance. It is also advantageously applicable to atomic
systems since they have much stronger transitions. The
Autler-Townes effect associated with this technique can be
used to investigate the internuclear distance dependence of
the transition dipole moment function. By choosing different
coupling laser transitions corresponding to different
R-centroid values, this technique extends the range of acces-
sible internuclear distance in different electronic states con-
siderably both for measuring energy-level positions as well
as the value of the transition dipole moment matrix element.
We believe that the AOQR technique can also be used in the
STIRAP configuration to create cold molecular samples in
their ground vibrational state from cold molecules formed at
long range �17�. Figure 6 illustrates a possible excitation
scheme for such an application. It may also be possible to
reach Rydberg states with large amplitude vibration using
this excitation scheme �47�.
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